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Part I

 Nucleosynthesis
 Galactic chemical evolution
 Solar abundances of the elements
 Meteorites and their components
 Chemical heterogeneities in the solar system
 Isotopic heterogeneities; measurement, notation, processes
 Mass-dependent isotope variations; origin and applications
 Mass-independent isotope variations; origin and applications
 Implication for mixing in the disk
 Summary and Conclusion I



Part II

 Nucleosynthetic anomalies as tracers of planetary matter 
and mixing in the circumsolar disk

 Ca, Al-rich inclusions
 Chondrules and Matrix
 Chondrites and the accretion history of the Earth, Mars and Jupiter
 Impact of nucleosynthetic anomalies on radio-chronometers

 Summary and Conclusion II



Nucleosynthesis: Big Bang

 10-1 to 103 seconds after BB 
at 1011 to 109 K produces:

 1H (76 % by mass)
 2H (0.01 %)
 3He(0.002 %)
 4He(24 %)
 6Li, 7Li, 9Be (~10-10)

 Bottleneck and fast cooling 
did not allow for production 
of heavier elements

 Observational abundances 
strongly support BB
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HII regions in dwarf galaxies 



Nucleosynthesis: stellar

 Heavy elements (metals) are 
produced in stars from lighter 
ones

 A star is an object in which 
nuclear reactions are/have 
been sufficient to balance 
surface radiation losses

 First stars (population III) at 
~1.5x108 yr extremely metal 
poor

 Galaxies ~5x108



Nucleosynthesis: stellar

 Population II stars in galactic 
halo metal poor = old

 Relative abundance of heavy 
elements ~ solar r-process

→ universality of 
nucleosynthetic processes

 Sun is Population I star = 
metal rich

 Represents chemical 
composition of galactic 
neighborhood 4.5 Ga ago
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Nucleosynthesis: stellar

 Nucleosynthetic processes/products depend on 
 star mass
 metallicity
 neighbors 



Nucleosynthesis: stellar
 Hydrogen burning (all stars)

 p-p chains → 4He
 CNO cycle → 4He

 Helium burning
 4He+4He ↔ 8Be

8Be(α,γ)12C
 12C(α,γ)16O

 Carbon burning (>8 M☉)
 12C(12C,2α)16O
 12C(12C,α)20Ne
 12C(12C,α)20Ne …

 Neon burning
 20Ne(α,γ)24Mg

 Oxygen burning
 16O(16O,γ)32S
 16O(16O,α)28Si ...

 Silicon burning
 28Si + γ → 7α
 28Si + 7α → 56Ni...iron peak elements

25 M☉



Nucleosynthesis: stellar

 s-process
 addition of neutrons in low n density 
environment

 neutron capture rate slow compared to β- 
decay rate

 AGB stars
 13C(α,n)16O  (~107 cm-3, ~108 K)
 22Ne(α,n)25Mg  (~1010 cm-3, ~108 K)

 r-process
 addition of neutrons in high n density 
environment

 neutron capture rate fast compared to β- 
decay rate

 Supernovae, multiple sources
 (>1018 cm-3, ~109 K)

 p- (γ, ν) process
 isotopes shielded by s- and r-process
 Supernovae

 Spallation
 Li, Be, B... by interaction of matter with GCR 
in interstellar space 

E=mc2

Burbidge et al., 1957 (B2FH)

Binding energy per nucleon is 
measure of stability of nucleus



Nucleosynthesis: stellar

 Chart of the nuclides





Galactic chemical evolution

 Metallicity index  
[X/H] = log(X/H)-log(X/H)  ☉

increases with time
 First stars massive
 Evolution is traced by small 
stars

 s/r contribution increases 
with time

 constant production of 
short-lived nuclides



Solar nebula

 ~4568 Myr ago
 molecular cloud core collapse 
(SN trigger?) formed proto-sun 
and cricumsolar accretion disk

 Dust/gas ~1/100
 Dust in ices and refractory 
grains ~ nm-mm

 Presolar grains and ISM
 Dust isotopically and 
chemically heterogeneous

 Molecular cloud might sample 
material of >1000 stars



Abundances of the elements

 
 Solar system abundances 
reflect:

  ~9 Gyr of GCE
 nucleosynthetic processes
 binding energy per amu
 magic nuclides 

(z,n=2,8,20,28,50,82,126)



How to determine average solar system 
abundances?
 Solar photosphere

 Sun ~ 99.8 wt% of solar system 
 Solar wind

 Planetary materials
 primitive chondrites



Planetary materials

 Spectroscopy of surface 
 Comets → Stardust, Rosetta
 Mars → rovers
 Solar wind → Genesis
 Asteroids → Hayabusa
 Moon → Luna, Appollo
 Interplanetary dust particles
 Meteorites

 Asteroids, Mars, Moon
 come for free



Meteorite classification



Chondritic meteorites

 Space sediments containing: 
 Chondrules 

 fast-cooled silicate melt droplets
 (hydrous) fine-grained matrix

 containing presolar grains, 
organics

 Ca,Al-rich inclusions
 refractory high-T minerals
 condensation origin
 complicated history
 define age of the solar system 

4568 Myr)

 Probe physico-chemical 
conditions in solar nebula 



Chondrite diversity



Chondrite classification



Chondrite diversity

 Urey-Craig Diagram  Chondrites span wide 
range in 

 redox conditions
 volatile content
 chondrule/matrix ratio

 Current asteroid belt set-up 
formation assemblage, or 
waste dump of stuff 
forming at very different 
distances?



Chemical heterogeneity in the (proto-)planetary 
disk

Rocky, volatile poor Rocky, icy, volatile richMix



Chemical heterogeneity in the (proto-)planetary 
disk is largely volatility driven



Cosmochemical classification of the elements



Condensation sequence

Davis & Richter 2014

● Absence of isotopic anomalies in meteoritic matter gave rise to hot nebula hypothesis in 60s

● Today, we know that not all solar system matter condensed from cooling hot solar nebula

● but some components did



Condensation in the early solar nebula

 Refractory metal nuggets  CAIs
 highly refractory mineralogy 
consistent with condensation 
from gas of solar composition

 CAIs with group II pattern miss 
ultra-refractory component

Berg et al., 2009



Evidence for condensation in the early solar 
nebula
 REE patterns of Allende CAI
 Group II CAI miss ultra-
refractory component

 Calculated partitioning of 
REE in condensing hibonite
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Condensation in the early solar nebula

 CAIs (or their precursors) formed in hot disk region by 
condensation and experienced redox-changes in their 
complicated history

Fegley & Palme 1985



Chemical fractionation bulk chondrites

 Carbonaceous chondrites are systematically depleted in 
moderately volatile lithophile and siderophile elements (Mn, 
Na, K, Se, Zn)

 Incomplete/fractional condensation
 Processing of dust grains in the nebula at different T



Chemical fractionation bulk chondrites

 Ordinary chondrites have ~ unfractionated lithophile element 
abundances, but are depleted in volatile siderophiles (Se, Zn,.)

 Not solely condensation at play
 Precursor processing + redox 



Redox fractionation

Loss of metal



Chemical fractionation bulk planetary bodies
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Chemical fractionation bulk planetary bodies

 Tm deficit in Earth, Moon, 
Mars, Achondrites, OC, EC 
relative to CI and other 
carbonaceous chondrites

 Group II CAI material in CC?
 Fundamental difference 
between carbonaceous and 
non-carbonaceous materials

Barrat et al., 2016
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Chondrules

 Chondrules are the defining 
common component of 
chondrites

 Chondrules are nebula wide 
phenomena

 Experienced only minor loss 
of volatiles relative to bulk

→ back-reaction in dense 
atmosphere?

 Origin?
 Inner disk and transport
 Planetary collisions
 Nebular flash heating



Chemical chondrule-matrix complementarity

 Relative to bulk the bulk 
chondrites, chondrules are 
depleted in siderophile/enriched 
in lithophile elements

 Matrix is enriched in 
siderophile/depleted in 
lithophile elements

 Despite different 
chondrule/matrix ratios, all 
chondrites have bulk ~CI 
element ratios

→ Formation of chondrules and 
matrix from common nebular 
reservoir
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Chemical heterogeneity: Taking stock

 Initially ~homogeneous cloud material fractionated in disk
 Main driver is volatility (of grains), followed by redox variations
 Current asteroid belt materials sample circumsolar disk at 
different places and timescales

 CAIs formed likely in inner disk by condensation, but are now 
mainly found in carbonaceous chondrites → Transport

 Fundamental difference in carbonaceous and non-
carbonaceous materials

 Chondrule formation is widespread phenomena and 
chondrules and matrix of a given chondrite are from the same 
nebular region → limited transport or strong coupling



Isotopic heterogeneity in the solar system

1.) Isotopes are a great tool to study the 
evolution of matter at all scales

2.) ISOTOPES don't lie*

*but they can be wrongly interpreted



Isotope measurement

 Mass-spectrometer consists of ion source, mass analyzer, ion 
detector

 Gas-Source MS: C, N, O, Si, noble gases
 Thermal Ionisation MS: Separation needed, specific elements only
 Multi-Collector Inductively Coupled Plasma MS: Separation needed, 
nearly all elements measureable, high-precision

 (Nano-)Secondary Ion MS, Resonance Ion MS: in-situ
 Every measurement is affected by instrumental mass bias
 Measurement of isotope ratios relative to terrestrial standards 



Types of isotope variations
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Types of isotope variations

 Mass-dependent
 Kinetic effects

 Light isotope has higher zero-point 
energy (E=1/2hv) and moves/ 
reacts faster

 Equilibrium effects
 No net reaction, equilibrium 

partitioning between phases; 
heavier isotope is enriched in 
phase with stronger bonds

 Strong T dependence
 Condensation, evaporation, 
melting, crystallization, 
diffusion, phase equilibrium, ... 

→ Processes

 Mass-independent
 Radioactive decay
 Nucleosynthetic anomalies
 GCR irradiation effects, 
cosmogenic nuclides

 Photochemistry, core volume 
effect

→ Timing, Origin, Tracers



Example: O isotope fractionation in the proto-
planetary disk
 Mass-dependent fractionation line: (17M-16M)/(18M-16M) ~ 0.5
 Mass-independent anomalies: slope ~1



Origin of O anomalies

 Initially thought to be nuclear in origin, but 
no collateral Mg and Si effects

 O isotope variations probably result from 
isotopic self-shielding in the solar nebula

 Preferential removal of the most abundant 
absorption line (16O), leads to preferential 
photodissociation of 17O and 18O

 Shown experimentally during the 
formation of ozone (Thiemens & 
Heidenreich, 1983)

 UV irradiation of early active Sun and 
optical self-shielding of CO in the solar 
nebula can produce 17O-18O-rich 
compositions, which when mixed with 16O-
rich starting composition results in the 
observed slope~1 mixing line

 Gas vs. dust



Mass-dependent variations in the protoplanetary 
disk: D/H ratio

 Protosolar water/organics has high D/H, due to non-equilibrium low-T ion and radical 
reactions in ISM

 Upon solar system formation exchange between H and HDO
 Function of gas density and T
 D/H in water expected to increase with heliocentric distance Saal et al., 2013



Mass-dependent variations in the protoplanetary 
disk: Nitrogen

 Protosolar nebula, inner Solar System, and cometary ices represent three distinct 
isotopic reservoirs

 15N/14N generally increases with distance from the Sun
 Probably not inherited from presolar material, but result of nitrogen isotope 

fractionation in early Solar System
Saal et al., 2013



Mass-dependent variations in the proto-planetary 
disk: Si+Mg
 Type B CAIs crystallized from 
molten droplets over extended 
period of time

 Si and Mg isotopes indicate mass-
loss by evaporation

 Kinetic effect
 Rayleigh-fractionation

 Rf=R0*f(α-1) with α=√(m2/m1)
 effective fractionation depends 
on P/Psat

α'-1=(α-1)*(1-P/Psat)
 Element fractionation during 
evaporation/condensation does not 
necessarily result in resolvable 
isotope fractionation!

Davis & Richter 2014



Mass-dependent variations in the proto-planetary 
disk: Si+Mg
 Small variation in chondrules 
possibly due to

 CAI admixing
 Evaporation recondensation 
processes in the nebular

 Parent body alteration

Armytage et al. 2012; Olsen et al., 2016



Mass-dependent variations in the proto-planetary 
disk: Si+Mg
 δ30Si variations among 
planetary bodies possibly 
related to equilibrium 
fractionation between 
nebular gas and forsterite

Dauphas et al. 2015



Mass-dependent variations in the proto-planetary 
disk: Ca
 Ca isotopes relatively homogeneous
 Variation in CCs related to CAI admixing

Huang & Jacobsen 2017



Mass-dependent variations in the proto-planetary 
disk: Zn
 Negative correlation of δ66Zn 
and 1/Zn inconsistent with 
evaporation origin

 Mixing of CI and volatile 
poor, isotopically light 
component (chondrules)?

 Nebular processing of 
grains?

Albarede 2009



Mass-dependent variations in the proto-planetary 
disk: Se

 No isotopic variation in 
Se among bulk chondrites 
despite elemental 
fractionation of factor ~2.5

 Se depletion under 
equilibrium conditions

 Se trapped in higher-T 
phases, followed by gas 
removal

 Se depletion function of 
changing surface density 
over time and space

Vollstaedt et al. 2016



Mass-dependent variations in the proto-planetary 
disk: Mo

 Mo isotopic composition ~ homogeneous
 Slight variation maybe due to Mo loss as 
volatile oxides

Burkhardt et al. 2014



Mass-dependent variations in the proto-planetary 
disk: W

Krabbe et al. 2017

 W isotopic composition ~ 
homogeneous among planetary 
bodies

 Slight variation in irons maybe 
due to fractional crystallization



Mass-dependent isotope heterogeneity: Taking 
stock
 Non-equilibrium low-T ion and radical reactions in ISM
 Radial zoning of 15N/14N and D/H due to nebular processing/mixing 
 Type B CAIs record prolonged evaporation history from molten droplets

 Gas-liquid interaction
 At high-T for elevated time

 Isotope fractionation of refractory elements in chondrules and bulk chondrites 
limited; caused by CAI admixing, nebular evaporation/recondensation and 
parent body alteration

 Forsterite and depleted nebular gas interaction responsible for Si isotope 
variation on bulk scale?

 Isotopic signature of volatile depletion difficult to interpret
 Not purely evaporation/condensation of CI matter
 Gas-solid interaction, thermal processing of gas and dust from cloud
 Mixing

 A lot remains to be done!
 Several processes can induce mass-dependent isotope fractionation



A look elsewhere

 Volatility is the key driver for 
fractionation is disks

 Detection of snowline in 
V883 Ori by ALMA

 ~1.3M☉ in TTauri outburst 
phase moves snowline out to 
42 AU

Cieza et al. 2016



Mass-independent isotope variations: 
Radioactive decay
 Long-lived chronometers

→ absolute ages

 Short-lived chronometers

→ relative ages

McSween & Huss 2010



Mass-independent isotope variations: 
Radioactive decay
 Initial early solar system 
abundances of short-lived 
nuclides compared to ISM 
model abundances provide 
constraints on Suns birth 
environment

 Nuclides with mean lives >5Myr 
can be explained by galactic 
background

 Others require addition of newly 
synthesized matter

→ supernova trigger?

→ solar irradiation?

McSween & Huss 2010



Mass-independent isotope variation: Irradiation 
effects
 Short-lived 10Be in CAIs 
implies irradiation origin

 Meteoritic abundances of 
36Cl, 41Ca, 53Mn possible to 
account by irradiation

 26Al is under-produced/ 
uncorrelated and requires 
stellar input

→ homogeneous / 
heterogeneous distribution of 
SLN in early solar system?

McKeegan et al. 2000



Not the end of the story...



Mass-independent isotope variation: 
Nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies
 Anomalies in the isotopic 
composition of solar system 
materials attributed to 
nucleosynthetic processes 
(fusion, s-, r-, p-process)



Where do we find nucleosynthetic anomalies?

SiCMeteorites and their components

 Presolar grains (%)

 CAIs (ε)

 bulk meteorites (ε – µ)
– Chondrites (undifferentiated)

– Achondrites (differentiated)



Mo in presolar grains



Nucleosynthetic Mo anomalies

Burkhardt et al. 2011
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Origin of molecular cloud materials

 Meteorite data require at least 3 
components:

– s-process poor (early leach)

– s-process rich (residue)

– r-process rich (CAIs)

 Ti, Cr, Ni, Sr, Zr, Ru, Ba, Nd, Sm, 
Hf, W, Os, ...

 patterns provide test for model 
calculations

CAI

Leachates



Origin of molecular cloud materials

Burkhardt+Schönbächler 2015
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Distribution of presolar materials

 Mineral scale isotopic heterogeneity in 
molecular cloud / solar nebula 



Distribution of presolar materials

 Mineral scale isotopic heterogeneity in 
molecular cloud / solar nebula 

 Distribution of presolar materials in the 
nebula?

➔ Bulk meteorite analyses



Planetary scale nebular heterogeneity

Trinquier et al. 2007

Burkhardt et al. 2011

 Anomalies in: Ca, Ti, Cr, Ni, Sr, Zr, Mo, 
Ru, Ba, Nd, Sm, W

 caused by heterogeneous distribution of 
supernova and s-process carriers

 great tracer of genetic relations!



Genetic relationship of carbonaceous and non-
carbonaceous bodies

Warren 2011

 fundamental dichotomy between NC and CC reservoirs
 current asteroid belt set up is not formation assemblage → migration



Planetary scale nebular heterogeneity: Origin

T,fO2,p,c

Heterogeneous cloud Late injection Disk processing
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Planetary scale nebular heterogeneity: Origin

T,fO2,p,c

Heterogeneous cloud Late injection Disk processing



Evidence for disk processing

 Bulk anomalies in some elements, but not in others

 Some anomalies that shouldn't correlate, do correlate

 Some anomalies that do not correlate, should correlate

Trinquier et al. 2009

Bulk anomaliesLeachate anomalies



Evidence for disk processing

Burkhardt et al. 2012

 Bulk anomalies in some elements, but not in others

 Some anomalies that shouldn't correlate, do correlate

 Some anomalies that correlate, shouldn't correlate

 Anomalies in different elements 
are hosted in the same carriers!

 Decoupling in bulk anomalies! 
Mo-W fractionation

Leachate anomalies Bulk anomalies



Planetary scale nebular heterogeneity

T,fO2,p,c

Heterogeneous cloud Late injection Disk processing
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Mixing in the disk

 Magnitude of planetary nucleosynthetic isotope anomaly is function of:

• Behavior of carrier/element during processing

• Origin of accreting materials

• Timing of accretion

• Size of body

→ No easy constraints on disk structure, material flow before PB accretion
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Mass-independent isotope heterogeneity: Taking 
stock
 Sun probably formed in stellar nursery 
 Irradiation by early active sun supports early inner solar 
system origin of CAIs

 Short- and long-lived radiochronometers allow precise timing 
of events in the early solar system

 CAIs first, accretion of chondrite and achondrite parent bodies over 
several Myrs and wide range of heliocentric distances

 Presolar material was processed in the disk
 Separation, transport and mixing of processed (presolar) 
material gave rise to small planetary scale nucleosynthetic 
anomalies

→ genetic tracer



Cosmochemistry trivia
1) What is the composition of a planet orbiting a population III star?
2) What is the most stable isotope in the cosmos?
3) What is the heaviest stable isotope with double magic nucleons?
4) What is the first mineral expected to condense out of a gas of solar 

composition?
5) Which kind of isotope variation (mass-dependent or mass-

independent) is induced by: 
 Condensation
 Radioactive decay
 Galactic cosmic ray exposure
 Fractional crystallization
 Nucleosynthesis
 (Impact) evaporation
 Aqueous alteration on the parent body

6) What is the cause of volatile depletion in chondrites?
7) Why do chondrules and matrix of a given chondrite derive from a 

common reservoir?
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